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1. Introduction. The Cesaro-Perron integral was defined by J. C. Burkill
[I]*0 using the Cesaro-continuous upper and lower functions.

G. Sunouchi and M. Utagawa [3] proved that the Cesaro-Perron scale
of integration can be defined without assuming the Cesaro-continuity of
upper and lower functions and that the indefinite integral is Cesaro-con-
tinuous.

We denote by CP0 and CP the BurkilΓs Cesaro-Perron integral and
the generalized Cesaro-Perron integral defined by G. Sunouchi and M. Uta-
gawa respectively. It is clear that CP-integral includes CP0-integral. But, in
this paper, we will prove the equivalence of these integrals by using the
Cesaro-Denjoy integral introduced by W. L. C. Sargent [2].

I must express my best thanks to Dr. G. Sunouchi for his suggestions
and criticisms.

2. CP0-integral and CP-integral.

DEFINITION 2.1. We put

where the integral is taken in the restricted Denjoy sense.
If lim C(f, x0, x0 + h) = f(xo\ then f(x) is termed Cesaro-continuous

at x0.

If CD f(x0) = CD f(xo\ where

and

Πm JC(/, x0, x0 + h) - f(xo)\l~γh = CD f(x0)

lim\c(f,xo,xo + h)-f{xo)\i~h=CDf{xQ),

then f(x) is called Cesaro differentiable at x0 and we denote the common
value by CD f(x0).

DEFINITION 2. 2. U (x) [L O)] is termed upper [lower] function of a
measurable f(x) in [a, b\ provided that

*) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end.
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( i ) u(a) = 0 [L(α) = 0],

(ii) U(x) \_L(x)Ί is Cesaro-continuous on [a,b],

(iii) CD^ U(x) > - oo [CD L(x) < + oo] at each point x,

(iv) CD^ U(x)^f(x) (CD L(x)^f(x)] at each point x.

DEFINITION 2. 3. If f{x) has upper and lower functions in [a, b\ and

1. u. b.U(b) = g. 1. b. L(b), then f(x) is termed integrable in Cesaro-Perron sense

or CP0-integrable. The common value of the two bounds is called the

Γ δ

definite CP0-integral of f(x) and denote by (CP0) I /(^) dt.

DEFINITION 2. 4. If in the definition 2. 2, the condition (ii) is omitted,

then the Perron-scale of integration constructed by the Definition 2.3 is

called CP-integral and its definite on [a, b] is denoted by (CP) I f(t) dt.

The CP-integral has the following properties, cf. [3].

THEOREM 2. 1. The function U(x) — L(x) is increasing and non-negative.

THEOREM 2. 2. If f(x) is CP-integrable in [a, £], then f(x) is so also in

any sub interval.

THEOREM 2. 3. The indefinite integral F(x) = (CP) I f{t)dt is Cesaro-

continuous.

THEOREM 2. 4. The function F(x) is Cesaro differentiable almost every-

where and CD F(x) = f(x), a.e.

3. Cesaro-Denjoy integral.

DEFINITION 3. 1. The function f{x) is said to be AC* on a set E if it is

Denjoy-integrable in the restricted sense in an interval containing E, and

if to each positive number 6, there corresponds a number δ such that
n

Σ, sup I C{f,aτ,x)-f(ar)\ < S, (1)
r = = 1 z e ( α r i & r )

n

Σ sup I af,br,x)-f(br)\ <S, (2)
rmlx« ιr,t>r)

for all finite non-overlapping sequence of intervals

with end points on E and such that

ΣΨr ~ aτ) < 8. (3)
r = l

If the inequalities (1) and (2) are replaced by the following conditions
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respectively

Σ inf {C(f,ar,x) -f(ar)\ > - S, (4)

έ inf {/(*r) - C(/,έr,^)l > - a, (5)

then /(.r) is called AC* below on E. There is a corresponding definition
of AC* above on E. If the set E is the sum of a countable number of sets
En on each of which f is AC* and if / is Cesaro-continuous on E, then f
is termed ACG* on E. cf. [2]

The function /Or) is AC* on £ if and only if f(x) is both AC* below
and AC* above on E.

DEFINITION 3. 2. The function /(.r) defined on [a, i ] is called integrable
in the Cesaro-Denjoy sense or CD-integrable provided that there exsists a
function F(x) ACG* on [_a,b~\ and such that

CDF(x)=f{x\ a.e.

We call the function F{x) the indefinite CD-integral and define the
definite CD-integral as F(b) - F(a\ cf. [2].

The following results have been proved by Sargent, cf. [2].

THEOREM 3. 1. // CD f(x) > - oo at each point of E, then E is the sum

of a countable number of sets on each of which f(x) is AC* below.

THEOREM 3. 2. The CΌ-integral is a descriptive definition of the CP0-
integral.

4. Theorem

THEOREM. The CP-integral is equivalent to the CP0-integral.

PROOF. Since the CD-integral is equivalent to the CP0"integral, it is suf-
ficient to prove that the CD-integral includes the CP-integral and that the
following equality holds,

(CD)j f(t) dt - (CP)j f(t) dt. (6)

Let F(x) = (CP) I f(t) dt. Then, by Theorems 2. 3 and 2. 4, the function

F(x) is Cesaro-continuous on [a, b] and CD F(x) = f(x) a.e.
We shall prove that F(x) is ACG* on [>,•£].

For a given S > 0, we can select the upper and lower functions U(x), L(x)
such that
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U(b)-L(b)^~γ β (7)

and CD U(x) > - °o (a ̂  x <, b). (8)

It follows from (8) and Theorem 3. 1 that [a, b] is the sum of a coun-

table number of sets En on each of which U(x) is AC* below. Consequent-

ly, for any finite non-overlapping- intervals {al9bx), (a2,b2), (am9bm) with

end point on En and such that

r=i

we have

]Γinf \C(U, ar, x)\ > - —
r- l ^

and

£inf \U{br) - C(U,br,x)} > - ~ -
r-l ^

Suppose that α r < x < έr. Then it follows that

1 rx

C(F, aτ, x) - F(ar) = C(U, ar, x) - U{ar) - — 3 [U(t) - F(t)~] dt
X &r J(ir

+ \U(ar)-F(ar)\

^ C(U, ar, x) - U(ar) - \U(br)-F(jbr)\

•+ \U(ar)-F(ar)\,

since U(x) — F(x) is increasing and non-negative by Theorem 2. 1. Therefore,

we obtain from (7) and (9)

m

ini I Ls{r, ur, x) — Γ \βr)\ ^L

r=i

m

^ i n f \C(U,ar,x) - U(ar)} - \U(b) - F(b)\ > - S.

Similarly, we have from (7) and (10)

X>f {F(br)-C(F,br,x)\ >-ε.

Hence the function F(x) is AC* below on En.

Since — f(x) is CP-integrable and its indefinite integral is — F9 the

interval [a, έ] is the sum of a countable number of sets E m on each of

which — F is AC* below. Therefore F is AC above on E'm and is AC*

on £ Λ Π E'm.

Since F is Cesaro-continuos on [a, b} and [a, b~\ = 2 2 En Π £ ' m , the
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function F(x) is ACG* on \_a, b]. Thus, / is CZλintegrable on [a, b~\ and

(CD) ff(t)dl = Fib) - F(a) = (CP)J f(t) dt.
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